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• Latin American Context;

➔ Post-colonial societies: Inequalities, hierarchy and political conflicts

➔ Globalization Process

• Panorama in Chile;

➔ Migratory flows: “South - South”

1980: National security and restriction frameworks - dictatorial context

1990: Human rights speech



Symbolic and Social Boundaries  

Concept of boundaries or limits:

• Relational approach to ethnic, racial, or citizen/foreign inequalities

...A fundamental characteristic of symbolic boundaries is that they separate people into groups through

feelings of similarity and self-identification in contrast to “others” or outsiders (Lamont and Molnár, 2002), while

social boundaries are those objectified forms of social differences, manifested in unequal access and distribution

of material and immaterial resources (Lamont and Molnár, 2002)...

• Inequalities are based on collective dominance and social interaction (Tilly, 2000) hence its contextual

character...



● Objective 
To analyse current inequalities between chilean society and Latin 
American migrant groups from the conceptual tool of symbolic and 
social boundaries

• Methods
Secondary qualitative data Analysis from FONDECYT 11130042  

(2014-2016):

• Interview to 259 actors from different communes of Chile, including:
- migrants originating from Latin America
- local authorities 
- Chilean workers from public health centers. 



Results

Irregularity and precariousness of living conditions:

"I did not have the certificate ... I looked like nothing, in this country you have nothing (...) I said no and if

something happens and you do not have to say anything, you have to shut up, you have to avoid almost

the other because then I can not deport or denounce you and if they denounce you ... Interview 16,

Migrant focal group, October 2014.

"For what they pay the Chilean he does not work, instead an immigrant the same, even less and he says

that yes.With a plate of food and a room where to live they say good.Then save all the money and send

their countries. Interview 22, director of CESFAM, December 2014.



Ethnicity discrimination

“...So profound that of what anti-Peruvian I would say, because it is not only anti-foreigner is with 

Peru and Bolivia...” Migrant focal group, October 2014.

“...Colombian would pass disappearing, they discriminate us hundred percent...”.Colombian 

Migrant, December 2014.

“...Out of nowhere as well as aah! black, such as your black one for that ... and when we passed by 

they started to beat my husband, they were kicking...” woman, Colombian Migrant, December 

2014



Phenomenon of criminalization

“...You live afflicted because, for everything they will treat you badly…  if you are not, you will be 
treated as a thief, drug dealer…” Man, Colombian Migrant, December 2014. 

Implication of Poverty  

“...There is a question of classism, because if they came from Europe and were more blond they open 
their arms like this (...) but I would say that discrimination is rather because og poorness…” Local 
Authority, March 2016.



Conclusions and discussion

Global normative principles of democracy and equalitary rights operate simultaneously to national policies of 

denial of migration, taking in its base and reproducing material and symbolic inequalities between Chilean and 

migrant communities. This suggests remarkable symbolic and social boundaries between groups.

Xenophobia and precariousness operates on certain migrant groups, generally associated with certain ethnic 

characteristics such as skin color or fenotype, poverty and nationality-precedence 

Need to continue work on overcoming the social boundaries that are generating precariousness of Latin 

American migration process   


